Fixer Upper
Randy Rapp

_Panguitch Lake, Utah_

Bridge Across the Marsh
Sam Parsons

New access to a previously unaccessible area.

_Cache Valley, Utah_

Metamorphosis
Cindy McConkie

In our deepest, most soul searching moments, we find strength and light and we become who we are meant to be.

_Brigham City, Utah_

**Third Place**

Mantua Blue Hour
Michael Webb

The clouds, stars and calm water combine in blue hour over Mantua Reservoir in June 2020.

_Mantua, Utah_

Progression
Loni Newby

This in-camera multiple exposure photo is a love story to making music and learning to appreciate individual elements that combine into sound.

_Brigham City, Utah_

**Second Place**
Dementia
Anita Earlie Schley

Dementia runs in my family. It is a frightening thing to see someone you love seemingly suddenly not remember someone or something significant and then to see that disease continue to take its toll. It’s also terrible to see that person recognize that something is wrong or that this person is someone they should remember but don’t. The older I get the more this disease hangs over my head. I’m terrified of it taking my mind and consequently my loved ones from my memory.

Springville, UT
First Place

Restless Landscape
Brent Lindsay

Photographing an ever changing landscape, reminds me that change can be harsh and beautiful (Jennifer note: He called in wanting us to add a price on 9/8/2020)

Bonneville Salt Flats
Honorable Mention

Weathered
Cindy McConkie

As we journey through life, we are changed and refined, much like this piece of wood weathered and polished by the elements.

Brigham City, Utah

Nine Mile Canyon Homestead
Randy Rapp

Nine mile canyon, Utah
Ice Cow
Jennifer Eden Clark
The vicissitude of water from gas, to liquid, to a plethora of ice forms that change daily—fascinate and delight me.
Summit Creek, UT

Lauren 2020
Randy Rapp
Brigham City, Utah
Honorable Mention

Creatively Studying
Michael Goates
Changes resulting from Covid have required many children to engage in remote learning. Some do it with style.
Brigham City, Utah
Honorable Mention

Changing from Bud to Blossom
Lynda Berry
First Nostra blossom of the summer.
Berry Family Backyard

Abandoned House
Tawnya Gibson
As I shot this piece, I could feel eyes deep inside. The perfect Halloween House
Honeville(ish) Utah
Changing from Bud to Blossom
Lynda Berry
First Nostra blossom of the summer.
Berry Family Backyard

Abandoned House
Tawnya Gibson
As I shot this piece, I could feel eyes deep inside. The perfect Halloween House
Honeville(ish) Utah

Grainery at the missions
Barry Parsons
They were built to house food-Now they are a huge tourist attraction.
San Antonio, Texas

Envy (Time Traveler Series)
Haley Parsons
Our time traveler has found modern clothing.
Wellsville, Utah

Mourning (Time Traveler Series)
Haley Parsons
Our time traveler fell in love and passed away. Now she's just a ghost
Wellsville, Utah
Back to Back
Sam Parsons

Pelican Migration at Bear River Bird Refuge

Bear River Bird Refuge, Utah

That Spark
Loni Newby

A flicker, a fleeting moment, a celebration, a light in the dark, and an experience for observers to take in.

Bear River City, Utah

Quarantine Companion
Loni Newby

When faced with social distancing, some sought out toilet paper. I bought an electric guitar--No regrets.

Brigham City, Utah

Adaptable
Malory Beverly

We could learn a thing or two from the humble coyote's ability to adapt to and even thrive in harsh and changing environments.

Antelope Island, UT

Resilient
Malory Beverly

Bison are the epitome of resilience. No matter what challenges they have faced in their past, bison herds continue to thrive and conform to changing landscapes.

Antelope Island, UT
Enough is Enough
Megan Nicole May

_Downtown Logan, UT_

Milky Way Over Howell
Michael Webb
The milky way disappears into the haze of a wildfire near Howell utah in July 2020.

_Near Howell, Utah_

Three birds, dry canal--Bear River Bird Refuge
Sam Parsons
This canal is seldom that low, so it was a challenge from its normal state.

_Bear River Bird Refuge, Utah_

Alone, but not All Alone
Michael Goates
Social distancing has changed lives. Many feel isolated. Some find ways to beat the loneliness

_Brigham City, UT_

Spring in California
Charlotte Brennand
A path through wildflowers is a springtime joy.

_Joshua National Park, UT_
Adobe Church
Tawnya Gibson

This church is a focal point in my hometown. The adobe plus New Mexican blue sky epitomizes the New Mexican Southwest

_Silver City, NM_

---

Frozen Flow
Jennifer Eden Clark

Water changes to accommodate the obstacles and forces it encounters, often beautifully. It is a good lesson.

_Birch Canyon, UT_

---

Moon Over Titan Tower
Tom Horton

Getting the moon in exactly the right position is an action sport.

_Castle Valley, UT_

---

Brigham City Temple (Day to Night)
Josh Carroll

This photo shows the changes of light and shadows of day to night.

_Brigham City, UT_

---

High Uinta Sunset
Tom Horton

Orange and black are the right colors for a photo taken on Halloween Day.

_Uinta Mountains, Utah_

---

Spring in Cache Valley
Ashley Ward

_Cherry Creek Canyon_
Cold Wings
Jennifer Eden Clark
Water is shape-shifting: snow to smooth scalloped ice to a fine filigree resting on the surface.
Summit Creek, UT

Life Keeps Moving
Cindy McConkie
Life keeps moving around us, even when we are still.

Caution: Spring Quarantine
Megan Nicole May
No one was left unaffected. COVID-19 Quarantine April, 2020
Merlin Olsen Park, Logan, Utah

Spiral Jetty Sunset
Michael Webb
The sun sets on the spiral Jetty in July 2020.
Spiral Jetty

Smoke = Red Sun
Charlotte Brennand
The massive number of forest fires in California created enough smoke to cause the sun to look red in Northern Utah
North Logan, Utah